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Happy New Year!
Welcome to Issue 15 of 4Walls
magazine – your guide to the latest
news, views and expert advice to help
boost your framing business in 2015.
In this issue, we will be looking at
the work of artist Thomas Kinkade,
as featured on our cover, and the
company’s latest project featuring
a series of previously unpublished
works using an exciting new
printing technique.
We have expert advice from Jared
Davis on getting creative to help
inspire your customers and
generate more sales.
Mal’s Masterclass focusses on mountslips

and gives you his professional guidance
on how to create that extra dimension
to your artwork.
Our Ask the Experts panel is also back
to help you solve your real-life framing
conundrums. If you have a burning
question, do let us know and we
might feature it in our next issue.
We hope you enjoy your read! As ever,
we love to hear your feedback, so, if
you have any comments or a story for
4Walls do let us know.
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September saw the culmination of the
2014 Sportwaves campaign for The Willow
Foundation, a charity which Arqadia has
been involved with for many years, with the
fund raising total reaching over £100,000.
Created by artists Rob Highton and Tim
Wakefield, the Sportwaves pieces depict
digital images, hand embellished in oil
paints of sportsmen in action, combined
with a digital soundwave of the moment
captured. Andy Murray, Theo Walcott
and Wayne Rooney and are among the
featured sportsmen, all of whom signed
their respective artwork.
The stunning collection featured in a private
gallery viewing in London and was then
auctioned online.

The Willow Foundation was founded by
Arsenal legend Bob Wilson and his wife
Megs, following the tragic death of their
daughter Anna in 1999, with the aim of
providing seriously ill young adults aged 16
to 40 with unforgettable Special Days. Not
surprisingly, Arsenal players have got very
involved with the charity and in fact a signed
set of prints featuring the whole collection
of 11 Sportwaves pictures was sold during
a private viewing to Arsenal and England
footballer Theo Walcott for £26,000! But
having secured the prize Walcott then
surprised the audience by offering to sell the
works to the under-bidder, who accepted,
generously matching Theo’s winning bid.
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[ N EWS CO N T IN U ED ]
Trained in Fine Art at Newport College
of Art, Stephen worked as a chartered

I

The Print Award was given to Stephen
Baker for his work ‘Norman Church
in Herefordshire’.

Arqadia is proud to support the Society and
as part of his prize Stephen wins a pack of
Artique mountboard courtesy of Arqadia.

L

The highly successful ‘Art Southbank’
exhibition at the Bankside Gallery contained
over 240 works in oils, watercolour,
ceramics, sculpture, textiles and works on
paper, reflecting the diversity and vibrancy
of a truly national art society.

His depiction of landscape separates the
ubiquitous elements, trees, plants, insects,
fields etc. and places one or more elements
in a separate table.

A

A celebration of excellence, with some
wonderful insights into the world of
contemporary art from the whimsical to
the austere, the Society showcases work
by nationally and internationally recognised
artists side by side with established UA
Members and sponsored young talent.

surveyor for over thirty years, which
introduced him to the world of structures,
schematic depiction and measurement as
well as numbers and calculation.

G SPECI

In November 2014, The United Society of
Artists returned to the Bankside Gallery,
next to the Tate Modern, to provide an
irresistible journey through new works by
its members.

IN

T h e Un i t e d S o c i e t y o f A r t i s t s
94th Annual Exhibition

M
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Paul, John, George and Ringo had a piece
of paper 30” x 40” in size and a table
lamp, which was placed in the centre of
the paper. Each member took a corner
of the paper and got to work, signing
their names in the blank space left when
the lamp was removed. The iconic piece
is now the centre of a new exhibition
called ‘Art in a Corner’ which is endorsed
by Sir Paul McCartney and Ringo Starr,
and which will see a number of bands
including Coldplay and The Kaiser Chiefs
undertake the same process the Fab Four
followed all those years ago. The paintings
will be showcased at The Proud Gallery
in Camden before being auctioned off
for mental health charity Upbeat Music,
Youth Makes Music and the Princes
Foundation for Children and the Arts.
The original artworks will be framed by
Menor, with frames supplied by Arqadia.

L’
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This spring will see a new charity exhibition
inspired by The Beatles’ 1966 painting
‘Images of a Woman’. The only known
artwork by all four members of the group
was painted by the band as they were
locked down in a hotel room in Japan
while on tour, and continues to attract
keen interest from fans and collectors.

A
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B attle o f
t h e bands

MountS lip s
There are a number of advantages to using a MountSlip - it provides a decorative transition between
the artwork and mount also providing extra depth between the artwork and glazing. Further, if a
complementary colour is chosen, this adds emphasis to the artwork especially when the slip and moulding
match. The use of a slip adds that extra dimension which cannot always be achieved by using a double or
even triple mount; thereby demonstrating quality and craftsmanship.
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There can and often is some confusion
between a ‘slip’ and a ‘fillet’, but for the
purpose of this Masterclass, I shall refer
to this as a ‘MountSlip’ i.e. a narrow piece
of decorative moulding that is slipped
underneath the edges of the mount
aperture. The slip, in many cases, reflects
the design of the frame moulding;

used in this Masterclass Brittany moulding
LJ 454304 and slip LJ 154304. The slip
comprises two parts; first, a flat section
that fits underneath the edge of the
windowmount and second, the decorative
section that protrudes from the edge of the
mount to the image size of the artwork.

When calculating the windowmount aperture
one has to include the dimension of the
decorative section, in this case an extra 7mm
has to be added to each side. The choice
of either a bevel or 90° cut aperture is that
of personal choice. Personally I prefer the
bevel cut as I believe it shows the decorative
section of the slip to best advantage.

P roced u re - M o u nt S lip

As an alternative one can cut the slip
moulding with the mitre in the reverse
to the above and construct a slip tray.
The decorative section of the slip forms
the outer edges of the tray with the flat
section forming the tray into which the
artwork is adhered.

This method of using slips provides the
framer with the option to float mount the
slip tray. An interesting and alternative to
the normal method of using slips.

P roced u re - S lip T ra y
1. Cut the lengths of slip to the required
dimensions of the artwork.

7. Apply ATG tape around the aperture
and fit the slips into their positions.

1. Cut the mount to size with
appropriate borders - remember to
allow for the width of the decorative
section of the slip. Bevel as required.

5. Additional mounts can be used to
enhance the floated slip tray if required.
2. Glue the mitres together. To hold
the mitres in place until the glue has set
one can place the two pieces on wetted
gummed tape to hold in position.

2. Cut a length of slip moulding to the
longest aperture size plus approx. 25mm.

4. Place the mount face-up and slide the
slip under the aperture and mark the
next corner to be cut. Number the slip
to ensure correct position.

3. Mitre one corner of slip moulding using
the Morso.

8. Cut foamboard to the required sizes
and glue to the back of the mount to
ensure the mount and slip sit flat onto
the artwork.

10. Hinge the windowmount and
undermount and use ’T-hinges’ to hinge
the artwork to the undermount as
previously mentioned (see 4Walls Issue14)
11. Mitre and underpin the moulding as
normal. Note: LJ 454304 has a rebate
depth of 40mm and unless one has 70mm
rebate supports the normal supports are
just short with the possibility that the
rebate lip may break as the blades descend.
In this case the distance involved is minimal
and can be overcome by cutting a small
piece of backing board and using ATG
tape, fix this onto the rebate stops.

5. Cut the mitre and check the fit this should not be too tight otherwise
it may cause problems fitting the
remaining slips.

6. Repeat this process for the remaining
sides remembering to mark their positions.

9. Using Cotton Rag Gummed Paper Tape
(999000031), tape over the back of the
slip to ensure the wood does not come
directly in contact with the artwork.

12. Assemble the glass, backing and
hardware and complete the framing
as normal.

3. Set artwork in the tray using EvaconR.
This method works well when the artwork
is either painted or adhered onto board.
MATERIALS USED:

4. Position and adhere (EvaconR) the slip
tray to the required mountboard.

Larson Juhl Brittany

454304

Larson Juhl Brittany

154304

Hayseed Mountboard

8065

3mm Foamboard

999015611

ATG Tape

999000057

Cotton Rag Tape

999000031

Clarity Glass

CLA080110

EvaconR

SUEVAR0002
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Mal’s next Masterclass will be looking at ways to support artwork
without the use of adhesives.
A step-by-step guide
See page 19 for Mal’s Masterclass, at University of Lincoln.

[ CAS E ST U DY ]

[ MAL’S MAST E RCLA SS ne xt issue ]
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C olourful
C reations

C reating C olour
with C onfetti

Graham Cryer of The Picture Framer at
The Nicholson Building, Forres, has two galleries
in the Highlands and has been promoting local
artist, Stuart Cox.

If you’re looking to add a splash of colour to your
framing, take a look at the new additions to Arqadia’s
Confetti range from Larson-Juhl; Confetti 130.

Stuart’s work consists of colourful, graphic-based
art featuring birds www.ilikebirds.net.
Graham has framed a number of Stuart’s work
with the Confetti range. The range works
particularly well for this type of contemporary
art and the bright colours of the mouldings can
be matched to colours within the images. This is
an exciting use of the Confetti range and Graham
has had great success in selling this type of frame.
The feedback he has received from customers has
been particularly positive.
For more information visit www.scottishprints.co

This striking, new cubic profile moulding is available in a
wide range of colours – black, white, yellow, red, green,
orange, maroon, dark blue, mid blue, grey, mauve, navy
and purple. Measuring 15mm in width it is smaller than
its Confetti predecessors and can be used as a standalone moulding or inserted into other profiles as slips.
Priced at just £1.58 per mtr (£2.45 per mtr chop) it
offers versatility and excellent value for money and is
suitable for a range of framing projects, from sports
prints and memorabilia to cartoons and posters.
For more information or samples of this outstanding
new collection, please contact Arqadia’s customer
services team on +44 (0)1234 852777.
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[ ART IST PRO F ILE ]

“In more than twenty years as a
professional painter, my consistent
goal has been to create inviting worlds
that draw people into their depths
and encourage them to seek a better,
brighter, more hopeful existence.”

Thomas Kinkade

Painter of Light
Thomas Kinkade is one of
America’s most collected artists
– in fact research has shown that
around one in twenty households
in the US owns a piece of his
art! During his life, he produced
over a thousand paintings in total
covering a vast spectrum of styles
and subjects from his best-known
romantic realism to his favourite
cities like San Francisco, Paris and
New York, to his family life, to
the world of Disney.

works over a six-year period
under the brush name Robert
Girrard. Using this alias allowed
Thomas to have artistic freedom
and experiment with the style,
subject matter and brushstroke
techniques of this movement.

He was dubbed the ‘Painter
of Light™’ in reference to the
technique he used to create density
in his works and his desire to show
the spiritual meaning of what light
represents, which became a real
trademark of his work.

The Thomas Kinkade Company
has published over 500 of his
works and they continue to
release further unpublished
paintings from his vault. Over the
last decade there has been a lot
of contemporary art, however, a
returning trend is the market for a
more traditional look. This has led
to the most recent project, called
‘Impressions’ which features 24
pieces, principally from Thomas’s
Robert Girrard collection.

Thomas, who passed away in
2012, was also fascinated with
different styles of art and in
particular the styles and techniques
of the French Impressionist
movement. Having already
developed a style of his own and
with an established fan base, he
created a series of impressionist

Partnering with Larson-Juhl in
the US, the Thomas Kinkade
Company wanted to introduce an
upscale programme that utilises
the proprietary Brushstrokes
technology to recreate the
pieces three-dimensionally.
The technology replicates the
brushwork of the original painting

www.thomaskinkade.com

allowing the collector to get the
full essence of the texture of
the work. The paintings are then
uniquely framed with carefully
selected mouldings from the
Larson-Juhl range.
Now, the Thomas Kinkade
Company is starting to work with
Arqadia to bring the programme
to the UK, selecting moulding styles
that appeal to the British audience.
Kinkade the philanthropist
Kinkade was a strong believer in
sharing his joy and used his paints
in support of hospitals, schools,
and humanitarian relief - from
custom images that were sold for
The Salvation Army, Hurricane
Katrina relief and Rotary
International, to donations that
now grace the halls of St. Jude’s
Children’s Research Hospital, the
White House, The Vatican, and
the Tate Museum, Thomas raised
hundreds of thousands of dollars
over his lifetime for charity.

creating the illusion of

texture

Brushstrokes by Larson-Juhl, has a technology that
recreates art three-dimensionally. It is the only
process that recreates the oil artist’s brushwork and
the end result is a painting that looks and feels like an
original oil-on-canvas.
To create the illusion of texture, many printers take
Giclees and then hand-embellish them to give a
textured look, but this is cost-prohibitive across an
entire painting. The Brushstrokes’ process recreates a
genuine texture throughout the entire image just as in
the original.
This is how the reproductions are produced:
Pre-press
1. Image selection and submission as a hi-res file – the
approximate size needs to be specified along with a
colour target.
2. Brushstrokes will then output two proofs to be
accurately sized and then approved.
3. The image is sent to the mould-maker who will then
start the process of recreating the brushwork inch by
inch on canvas. This is called creating a semi-original.
Moulding and Finishing
4. Once complete, a mould of the semi-original
is produced.
5. The requested number of images is then printed
and run through Brushstrokes’ proprietary process
to recreate the texture.
6. The images are then UV coated to give them
a canvas grit feel.
7. They are then stretched, framed, boxed and shipped.
Timing
The lead time is around six weeks.
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[ NPD ADV ICE G U IDE ]

new

PRODUCT
RANGES
Arqadia has launched a number of new moulding collections alongside an exciting range of
mountboard. All of these new products are in response to emerging trends within the market
and target specific opportunities for increased sales.

K omodo

M u rano

T oscana

The Komodo range looks to capitalise on
the growing popularity of Japanese furniture,
and cabinets and small tables, in particular, by
offering complementary red and black mouldings.
Komodo includes three plain, flat profiles
and one Canvas Box profile in a high-lustre,
lacquered finish.

As the popularity of ‘vintage’ continues,
Murano has been developed with a
particular eye on the hotels’ contract
market. This mouldings range includes
four profiles in an aged Mercury Glasslike finish that is reminiscent of time-worn
and aged mirrored glass with rich metallic
tones. Two of the profiles feature a roped
back edge.

While the popularity of contemporary lines
continues with some customers, Arqadia is
also noticing a desire for more decorative
frames – and hence the introduction of this
Baroque style.

Contemporary in design, these modern profiles
will suit all types of artwork, particularly
photographic and Oriental styles, of course.
Interestingly, style conscious Scandinavia is one
of the markets with a particular appetite for
Japanese design.
Komodo is part of our Larson-Juhl range and
prices start from £3.23 per metre.

Murano would suit mirrors, memorabilia
and more contemporary etching or prints
and offers reflection and translucence. Ideal
for stacking, the mouldings would work
well with Zen and other silver and goldtoned profiles.
Part of our Larson-Juhl range, Murano
prices start from £6.45 per metre.

A strong, elegant and timeless classic, the
Toscana range includes two sizes of
moulding in three different colour
combinations – ivory/silver, gold/black and
silver/black – which are ideal for larger
paintings and prints.
The range has been inspired by the classic
Tuscan tradition and workmanship of
Renaissance Florentine craftsmen. With
extraordinary attention to detail, the
mouldings feature hand-applied gold and
silver leaf and a soft wax finish.
Toscana is part of our Original Collection
range. Prices start from £17.99 per metre.

L inen and S u edette
M o u ntboard
On the back of the current trend for
textures in the world of interior design,
Arqadia is adding new linen and suedette
lines to its collection of mountboards. In the
same way that wallpaper is enjoying a huge
revival, Arqadia sees a great opportunity to
capitalise on the popularity of strong, mixed
textures. The material-based boards are
available in a selection of seven linen-look
colours along with two suedette colours –
blue (Bermuda) and brown (Mink).
The suedette mountboards come in a pack
of five, while the new linens come in a pack
of three. Sheet size is 815mm x 1020mm in
a thickness of 1500 microns. Prices for the
two suedette colours start from £8.82 per
sheet, and the seven linen colours start from
£12.95 per sheet.

For further information about these new
ranges or Arqadia visit www.arqadia.co.uk.

Icicle

Bermuda

Calla

Gingersnap

Mink

Saddle

Twilight

Mohair

Moccasin
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A new year

[ S ector focus ]

a new angle
As we welcome in a New Year, try getting out of your routine
by putting new ideas to work that can inspire your customers
and generate more sales. By Jared Davis
All businesses begin with an idea. Your
framing business first started as just
an idea and has now grown into what
it is today. Ideas fuel progress. As a
business matures, however, it can
reach a plateau. The original, core ideas
that once fuelled the engine of your
business start to run out of steam, and
the enemy of all creative businesses,
complacency, can set in.
Today’s consumers are savvy. They
want new ideas and concepts to help
improve their lives. Custom-framing
has the potential to help them achieve
that goal. However, custom-framing
is largely what can be referred to as a
“reactive” purchase.
That is, it requires a customer
to provide the initial impulse or
inspiration before you can react by
making a picture frame.
A business that relies primarily on a
reactive product or service can be
vulnerable in tough economic times.
One way to avoid a plateau (or even
a decline) in business is to continually
work on finding new ways to create
an impulsive desire for your product.
To do this, it is helpful to understand
the difference between selling a
reactive product and selling an
impulsive product.
R eacti v e v s
I mp u lse S ales
Reactive product selling relies on
each consumer to determine his or
her own inspiration or requirement.
With impulse product selling, you are
the one who creates the trigger or
inspiration for a consumer to make
a purchase.
When a customer says, “I have a great
photo, now I just need a frame for it,”
the solution your business provides is
a reaction to that desire, hence it is a
reactive product. On the other hand, if
you can get a customer to say, “Wow,
that’s a great idea. I think I’ll buy that;

now I just need some photos to go in
that frame,” then you’ve created an
impulse product.
As an example of this thinking, imagine
two 10” x 8” photo frames. Both have
exactly the same material content
and cost. However, the appeal to
the consumer is quite different. Say
the basic photo frame has a capped
potential of no more than £7.50 retail.
It also offers very little inspiration
for an impulse sale, as it is a generic,
common, reactive product. Compare
that to a mini-collage photo frame,
which is eye-catching and offers more
creative potential to a consumer.
Not only would it stand out on a shelf
surrounded by generic photo frames,
but it would also be able to fetch an
asking price of £10 to £20 more than
the generic, single-opening frame.
The reason is that, in the eyes of a
consumer, the concept of how a frame
can be used is more valuable than the
material content of the frame. When
it comes to selling content versus
concept, concept always wins. From a
consumer’s perspective, a mini collage
frame is less common and presents a
different concept. Although this design
is easy for framers to create using a
CMC, it is still uncommon compared
to the generic photo frame. The point
is that when you look for new ways to
create products that have relevance
to customer desires, you’ll generate
more impulse sales.
Most consumers need a sample to
help them visualise what they want to
buy, and they generally don’t know
that they want to buy it until they
see it. This is the concept behind the
product design philosophy that has
helped make Apple iPhones and iPads
such marketing successes. The same
idea works with custom-framing.
Providing inspiration with framed
display samples will help customers
bridge the gap between what you
can produce and what they want but

don’t yet know until they see it. As
the saying goes, “Let your walls do the
talking!” So, with that in mind, here
are some fresh ideas used by framers I
know that have helped them generate
impulsive consumer behaviour and
turn it into new sources of income.

sale without even trying. As a result, the framer created
a permanent display example based on this concept and
now regularly sells this high-value concept time and again.
T ras h I nto T reas u re
Wow factor and impulsive framing ideas don’t always have
to be high-end concepts. Take these ideas framers have
used with success, converting odds and ends into treasure.
• M
 agnetic bulletin boards – create a range of
unconventional products by using moulding scrap to
create customised magnetic bulletin boards. Using
decorative paper or fabric and affordable rare earth
magnets purchased over the Internet, these boards will
make a great addition to your shop display.

I mp u lsi v e T h inking

• P
 eg line frames - this idea came from the old empty
frames framers often have lying around. Attaching
a peg line allows customers to peg their personal
photos, notes, and memories into an open frame with
clothesline-style plastic-coated wire. These can be
customised into different styles and sizes to create a
broader range and priced affordably for an impulse sale
to regular clients.

Tom McDermott-Walshe of Fine
Framers in Ireland has strategically
worded the signage on the front of
his shop to stimulate his customers’
thoughts, simply asking, “What can we
frame for you?” Psychologically, when
consumers read a question like that,
they silently answer it in their heads.
In this case, it makes a customer think
beyond just reacting to the basic
concept of picture-framing with a
more personalised consideration. This
is a great starting point for getting
customers to think more about what
they might want to get framed for
themselves.

This is a great example of “impulse” versus “reactive”
sales. An empty frame by itself, without the wire and pegs,
is a reactive product with limited value to a consumer.
But with the little added cost of some plastic-coated
wire, this frame takes on a new life, with a much higher
value to a consumer as an impulse buy, generating new
business. This same principle can apply to other parts of
your business. For example, a conventional frame shop
display with only moulding and mount board corners
doesn’t encourage impulsive purchases. Customers simply
don’t fall in love with corner samples. Such an approach
relies too heavily on customers having to find their own
impulse, imagination, and desire for using your product
and services. Having a dedicated display of framing ideas
is vital if you want to create impulsive behaviour that will
lead to inspired purchases.

Wo w Factor Frames

O t h er I nspiration S o u rces

What is the one thing in your shop
that makes customers stop, look
twice, and say, “wow”? Nothing
creates an impulse reaction better
than a wow factor frame. Many
framers find that customers rely
heavily on inspiration for highervalue custom-framing ideas. I know
of a framer who was able to sell a
one-of-a-kind, specially framed display
of sports cards to an avid collector,
with a custom-framing value of around
£1,000. Once this job was complete,
he got permission to hang it in his
showroom on display until the client
came to collect it. Within a week,
another customer came in with a
similar project and was immediately
impressed by the first client’s job on
display. After little convincing, the
client said, “I want mine framed just
like that!” even after he learned the
price. This resulted in an easy £1,000

So where can you find more innovative ideas? The best
source of new ideas can come from your staff and from
your customers. But you can also gather inspiration from
well-established sources such as industry trade shows,
magazines, and even framing competitions. There is also a
rapidly growing resource of ideas available on the internet,
already being shared by consumers and framers around
the world. Social media websites such as Facebook and
the fast-growing newcomer Pinterest make it easier than
ever to find new sources of framing-related inspiration
which you can tap into.

High value framing concept

T h e B ottom L ine
New business and profit can be generated by creating new
concepts. Rather than trying to attract new customers
with existing products and framing concepts, start creating
new framing concepts to show your customers. Innovation
drives business, and today’s consumers are conditioned
to look for new ideas. Add new life to your business by
showing off some fresh ideas, increasing your customers’
awareness of what you can do for them. You know you’re
doing it right when a customer says, “I like that idea; I
want something like that myself.”

Memories frame

Peg line frame

[ how to make t he most of ]
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The Social Media Toolkit is available to all Arqadia customers
through the usual secure login on www.arqadia.co.uk

LOGGING ON TO

SOC IAL
ME DIA
Lucy Newport from Eastbourne Framing Centre

Social media can make a fantastic contribution
to the marketing of your business in terms of
raising awareness, building your profile, engaging
with your customers and potential customers,
enhancing your customer service offering and
even driving traffic and sales. And in its basic
form, it is totally free of charge!

Here are some statistics to illustrate
just how important it is now, and what
a massive impact it has had on our lives,
both professionally and personally:

• On a global basis, social networking has become
nearly universal - 91% of internet-users aged 16-64
have at least one social media account
• Over 49% of the UK population is on Facebook
• Over 21% of the UK population is on Twitter
• YouTube is now the second biggest search tool,
behind Google. (Ten years ago YouTube did not exist!)
• Emerging channel Pinterest is the network most likely
to drive spontaneous purchasing
• Buyers on Twitter and Facebook are more likely to
make social media-related purchases of products they
were already researching or considering

91

%

91% of internet users aged
16-64 have at least
one social media account

49

%

49% of the UK
population is on Facebook

21

%

Over 21% of the UK
population is on Twitter

• Four in ten social media users have purchased an item
online or in-store after sharing or ‘favourite-ing’ it on
Twitter, Facebook or Pinterest
• Half of social media-related purchasing takes place
within one week of sharing or ‘favourite-ing’ the
ultimately purchased item.

So, to help you maximise the potential presented by
social media, Arqadia has developed an easy-to-follow,
practical Social Media Toolkit, in association with a team
of digital marketing professionals. The toolkit is now
available on the website (http://www.arqadia.co.uk/
docpages.aspx?pagename=smtoolkit) and we will be
featuring elements of this and other advisory pieces
around social media in 4Walls throughout the coming
issues. In each edition, there will be a detailed review of
one of the main channels, offering a practical guide to
getting the most out of each network.
The toolkit explains the basics around Twitter,
Facebook, Pinterest, YouTube and LinkedIn. It gives
guidelines around setting up your account; suggested
content; the importance of photography and video; the
need to monitor and respond to people who post on
your social channels quickly and appropriately, and other
such best practice.
In due course, there will also be reviews of various free
tools that exist. For example, Hootesuite, which allows
you to schedule your planned posts for weeks
in advance.
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CASE STUDY
Lucy Newport from Eastbourne
Framing Centre uses Facebook and
Twitter for business purposes, with
the former being her preferred
channel. “Facebook is more suited
to the art world – visual content
works much better on Facebook
than Twitter. And the use of images
allows you to communicate more
value, quicker.”
“You can connect with customers
and potential customers easily and
instantly. For example, if I’m running
out of a particular product, I’ll post
about how many are left on Facebook,
then I’ll receive comments on the post
itself and PMs (private messages); and
I then reserve the product for them.”
In terms of content, Lucy mainly posts
snapshots of products, sometimes
linking through to, and driving traffic
to, her website – where customers
can directly buy online. She mixes
this with relevant industry posts, for
instance supporting the recent Small
Business Saturday. She also creates
Facebook events for ‘Gallery Evenings’.
She explains:
“Facebook gives you the ability to reach
out and invite large numbers of people
to my shop for free – it’s great exposure
with no cost attached!”
Another example of good practice
is demonstrated by the fact that
Eastbourne Framing Centre is the
only store in the city that stocks the
highly popular Beryl Cook calendars.
Informing customers that there
are only a couple of calendars left
(via Facebook) has really increased
demand and as a result Lucy has had
to place a fourth order!
For the social media newcomer,
here is quick guide to some of
the terminology:

G eneral

Facebook

Avatar – In a social media context, an
icon or figure representing a particular
person/user.
Blog – Can be either a verb or a
noun: 1) A website or page upon
which an individual or organization
records opinions, articles, links to
other sites, etc. on a regular basis; 2)
The act of adding new material to
a blog.
Crowdsource – Using the collective
brainpower, enthusiasm, skills and
opinions of large numbers of people
via social technology to solve
problems or build solutions.
Microblogging – Refers to blogs
that focus on smaller updates.
Often facilitated by a social network
platform, examples including Twitter
and Tumblr. Some focus on video
or picture updates, while others
restrict posts to a certain number
of characters.
Viral – The rapid and widespread
circulation of Internet content from
one user to another.

Profile – A user’s personal,
customisable page.
Feed – A newsfeed of updates posted
by those on your friends list, as well as
from groups and pages to which you
have subscribed.
Fan/company/brand/group page –
A bounded collection of individuals
sharing something in common, be it
fans of a particular band, musician or
brand to interests and hobbies. Some
groups are private, but most are public
and can be joined by any users on the
site. Individuals can also be invited to
these pages by current members.
Like-Gate – Being unable to view
content unless the page is “liked.”
Organic Reach – The number of
people who saw your post without
paying to promote it.
Paid Reach – The number of
people who saw your post due to
paid promotion.
Reach – The total number of people
who saw your post (includes organic
and paid reach).
Tag – A link to a user’s profile.
Users can be “tagged” in photos
or status updates.
Sponsored/promoted content –
Paid advertisements targeted
towards specific audiences,
based on demographics chosen
by the advertisers.
Apps – Mini-programs, such as games,
made by third-parties to run within
the Facebook system.
Share (verb) – A one-click way
of sharing a status, link, or image
with your friends. Users can share
content from friends’ pages or from
Internet sources.

T w itter
Tweet – A post on popular
micro-blogging site Twitter.
Timeline – Similar to Facebook,
a newsfeed of updates posted
or retweeted by those a user follows.
Retweet (RT) – When
other Twitter users re-post a post
made by another user.
Handle – Unique name applied
to each Twitter user. Handles
are typically prepended with the
“@” symbol.
Hashtag – A mechanism in Twitter
used to group posts under the same
topic, by including a specific word
preceded by the # symbol (a word
or tag, denoted with a hash: hashtag).
Direct message (DM) – An instant,
direct and private message from one
Twitter user to another that appears
in a user’s “messages” box. Not to be
confused with a tweet, which appears
on users’ timelines and is usually public.

a s k t h e
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Dates for

your dia r y
Annual Winter Lecture
Hawthornden Lecture Theatre, National Galleries
of Scotland, Edinburgh
21st January 2015
V&A Dundee will be an international centre of design, housed in a
world-class building at the heart of Dundee’s waterfront and hosting
major exhibitions of international design heritage to encourage future
innovation. In this lecture its director, Philip Long, will explore the vision
for the project and the development of a building that itself will be an
exemplar of forward-looking design.
£25.00 including drinks on arrival.

Half royal mount

Modern sized mount

Q

Some works do not seem to have a set margin. However on
average if a mount is 500m high, the work sits between 10 and
20mm higher from the bottom. When mounting a work, is there a guide/
ratio by which one traditionally allows the bottom of the mount to be
higher than the top of the mount?

A

As far as borders around artwork is concerned there are no particular
rules. It is really up to personal choice. However, in the case of
framing, not many customers appreciate a small difference in the bottom
border as opposed to those on the sides and top. I am of the belief that
the artwork should be given space and consequently set my borders as
70mm on the sides and top with 80mm on the bottom, on occasions I will
increase these to 100/110mm but this depends on the artwork itself.
The difference originates from Victorian times when pictures were hung by
chains from a picture rail, a person viewing the picture would therefore be
looking up at a slight angle and so there was a need to have a wider bottom
border to give the optical illusion of the borders all being equal. Obviously,
if the borders had been equal in the first instance, then the bottom border
would look narrower than the rest and the presentation of the artwork
would not look correct.
However, there is a slight difference when cutting mounts for display in a
museum. Rather than working on the overall mount dimension by adding
the borders to the required aperture, the mount dimensions are of a
set size. The British Museum sizes are based on imperial measurements
and date back to the 19th century. The smallest of these is the HalfRoyal measuring 16” x 11” (406mm x 280mm) increasing in size through
the Royal (double that of the Half-Royal) to the Panoramic 20” x 45”.
Since first using these proportions I have used them on many occasions,
especially if the outer dimensions of the mount are fixed. Further and
in the case of the artwork above I have determined my own outer
dimensions; by using these proportions I consider, that it adds movement
and flow to the artwork rather than the more rectangular, heavy and
uninspiring option offered by the Modern Sized Mount.

Adventures of the Black Square: Abstract Art
and Society 1915-2015
Whitechapel Gallery, London
15th January – 6th April 2015
This international exhibition looks at the legacy of the
Russian artist, Malevich, and his suprematist black square
paintings and how abstraction has been used to channel
political ideas over the past 100 years. It also includes
paintings, sculptures, films and photographs by Piet
Mondrian, Eva Hesse and Isa Genzken.

Fakes and Forgeries in the Art World – Talk by
David Bellingham
Hertford House, Manchester Square, London
12th February 2015 - 2:30-3:30pm
The talk will first discuss how we define a ‘fake’ and a
‘forgery’, and then proceed to examine some famous cases
from the history of art. It will also trace recent shifts in
the art historical reception of the replication of art from
different periods, as well as the fashion for the deliberate
replication of visual intellectual property by artists in the
postmodern world.
£12.50 for entry.

A break with Tradition: British Wood engraved
book illustration between the wars
The Bowes Museum, County Durham
11th March 2015 - 11am - 12:30.
The Annual Art Fund Durham and Cleveland Committee
Lecture by Dr. Joanna Selborne.
Entry costs £35.00 and includes coffee on arrival, two-course
lunch with a glass of wine and coffee to finish.

Mals’ Masterclass
University of Lincoln
26th January 2015

Mal Reynolds
Harlequin Framing

Supporting Artwork without the use of Adhesives
(Polygonal Edge Strips).
Protecting Artwork by Sealing the Package
(Hypoxic Enclosure).
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From mouldings to mountboard, frames to glass (and everything in-between).
Whatever you’re looking for, Arqadia gives you plenty of options.
Visit arqadia.co.uk to view our range.

Arqadia Ltd 2 Wolseley Road Kempston
Bedford UK MK42 7AD
Tel: 01234 857488
Fax: 01234 840190

Sales order and enquiry:
01234 852777
E-mail: sales@arqadia.co.uk

International sales:
0044 1234 846307
E-mail: export@arqadia.co.uk
www.arqadia.co.uk

